Clinton County Government Sustainability Initiatives
The Clinton County Board of Commissioners passed a resolution in June 2008 to direct government operations to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, and associated energy use, by 2% per year over a five year period. Since that time staff has worked diligently to
implement improvements to facilities and policies. "We recognized that it makes both environmental and economic sense to reduce our energy
consumption, we're trying to be good stewards," noted commissioner Terry Link , Chair of the Physical Resources Department.
Clinton County is on target to meet carbon footprint reduction goals, which at the same time will generate cost savings in excess of
$100,000 per year once all maintenance projects are complete. Internal sustainability policies include carpooling, local- and recycledcontent purchasing, office recycling programs, and more!

Office Operations to Increase Energy Conservation:

Nearly 10% of employees commute to work
thanks to a web service offered by the Capital
Area Transit Authority

Facility Improvements Save Energy:

◊ Auto shut down of computers and printers creates an
annual savings of $15,000

◊ De-Lamping Project - Light fixtures were reduced from four
lamps to two saving $62,000 annually

◊ Transitions to Imaging Systems at the Register of Deeds, the
Sheriff's Office and other departments significantly reduces
energy from avoided printing, and conserves resources and
avoids waste from paper use

◊ Enhanced System Controls - chillers shut down at 5pm, air
handlers at 4:30pm and heating schedule was reset
◊ Occupancy Sensors - installed in bathrooms, hallways,
offices and conference room, reducing energy use by an
average of 15%

◊ On-line document sharing systems provides
information on the Internet; avoiding the need for
printing and mailing, reduces staff demands, and is more
convenient for consumers

Recycling Programs Reduce Waste and Conserve Energy:
Clinton County competed for, and was awarded, federal
funding for energy efficiency improvement projects:

◊ Comprehensive recycling program for office papers,
cardboards, magazines, catalogs and more!

◊ Existing lights upgraded with energy advantage lamps that
use 20% less energy, and saves $4,500 in electric costs each
year
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◊ Confidential documents are destroyed and recycled each
year
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made from recycled-content feedstock

◊ Clean up events recycle historic
items
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◊ Break room recycling program for
all “non-paper” recyclables

◊ Create stand-alone cooling system for Central Dispatch,
reducing energy usage by 44% during times when the
Courthouse is closed
◊ Installation of a High Efficiency Boiler System - One boiler
will be replaced with three high efficiency boilers rated as
high as 95%
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offices to participate in recycling
programs available to them

◊ Full-service recycling to support jail
operations

